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“Don’t Pave The Cloud Path” 

I’m gazing out my office window as I settle in to write this piece.  It’s mostly cloudy out there, with thick, 

dark cumulus clouds obscuring the sun, reducing visibility and blending the landscape into a muted 

grayness on a wintry New England day.  Thought:  Could ‘cloud technology’, or more precisely the over-

exposure and breathless hyperventilation over the cloud, be having a similar effect, on IT organizations 

and, by extension, entire enterprises?  Could the cloud-hype be obscuring our ability to distinguish 

smart, focused, strategic implementations of cloud technology from faddish, reactionary ones that add 

little value?  How does my own organization navigate a cloud path amidst all this noise and hype 

without having to pave that path? A recent IDC survey1 shows that despite the recent massive upsurge 

in virtualization (a projected 60 million virtual machines this year) IT costs continue to escalate as the 

“management of software patches, security policy updates, root cause analysis, end-to-end 

performance optimization, and capacity planning is more complex across virtualized environments than 

in traditional, static architectures… As a result, the costs of IT staff are escalating much faster than 

spending on physical virtual servers”. 

How did this happen?  The story is a familiar one for many IT organizations: 

1. The CEO reads an article and tells the CIO “we need a private cloud” 

2. The CIO directs his team to buy a Vblock or FlexPod 

3. Systems integrators are hired to make the Vblock/FlexPod support a particular application and 

its operational lifecycle requirements such as disaster recovery, HA, Security, elasticity, etc. 

4. System integrator costs sky rocket to 3-5 times the cost of the Vblock/FlexPod  (we call this the 

‘cloud integration tax’) 

5. The IT organization now has a custom Vblock/FlexPod that only the system integrator can 

support  

                                                           
1
 IDC Vendor Spotlight, Automated Provisioning and Orchestration are Critical to Effective Private Cloud Operations, 

June 2012. (http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/netmgtsw/ps6505/ps11869/idc_private_clouds.pdf) 
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What’s needed?  Certainly further advancement of cloud technologies, such as network virtualization 

and software defined networking, will have a substantial impact because they represent the next wave 

of hardware consolidation and abstraction into interoperable systems.  But regardless of current or 

future technologies, a more fundamental fix may be in order – a continuous programmatic strategy for 

launching and optimizing existing cloud technologies, and planning for future ones, particularly for 

organizations pre-disposed to private or hybrid cloud solutions.  While there are myriad of ways to 

structure such a program, and an army of consultants willing to help, here are some helpful hints in 

structuring a programmatic cloud strategy.  

Don’t Pave The Cloud Path.   Legend has it that when the city of Boston was new and unpaved the city 

fathers decided against laying out a regular street plan and instead merely paved the paths that had 

been worn by people, cattle and carts.  This resulted in the chaotic, illogical, inefficient street plan that 

so many of us Bostonians know and don’t love today.  “Paving the cow path” means enshrining a 

makeshift solution – a solution that rests on a fresh bed of cowpat.  A popular saying among the 

consulting crowd, it has the distinct advantage of 

having as many meanings as applications.  For 

the purpose of defining a cloud program, we will 

use just two of them. 

1. Don’t Follow Blindly.  In a 2012 Cisco 

Global Cloud Networking Survey2, when 

respondents were asked what is driving their 

move to the cloud for VDI (virtual desktop 

infrastructure), an astonishing 41% admitted 

they were simply “Following Industry/Peers”.  There is no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to 

cloud.  Salesforce.com, vBlocks, and Amazon Web Services are not the answer for everyone.  Each 

organization will have differing business conditions, goals, strategies and regulations that will 

require different cloud approaches.  Some organizations may have purely cost driven goals, while 

others seek new revenue with a strategic advantage over competitors in, say, rapidly launching new 

products or services to market.  A cloud strategy program needs to be carefully crafted to ensure 

continuous alignment with unique and evolving business needs and conditions.   There must be a 

repeatable, front-end process that sets aside pre-determined, cow path solutions and focuses on 

aligning the specific needs and conditions that fuel the business with the infrastructure through 

which that business strategy can be fulfilled. 

2. Take Stock.   A successful cloud strategy requires much more than sticking existing applications on 

virtual machines, outsourcing email, and then popping the champagne cork.  As the IDC study 

indicates, doing so may achieve nothing, and costs may actually increase as you struggle to manage 

siloed infrastructure and applications and control the VMs (virtual machines).  The repeatable 

front end process must re-evaluate every IT system for current and future cloud compatibility and 

from an interoperability standpoint, not just from an application server standpoint but from a 

                                                           
2
 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns1015/2012_Cisco_Global_Cloud_Networking_Survey_Results.pdf 
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storage, compute and, most importantly, a networking perspective.  Tough, informed decisions 

made now will determine your ability to take advantage of new cloud technologies, and cost 

effectively extend them, as they hit the market tomorrow. 

In sum, a successful cloud program must be structured to assess technology services organically so as 

not to be constrained by existing technology or pre-disposed to pre-existing cloud ‘solutions’.   

Take a Business Perspective.    A successful cloud program should take a business strategy perspective 

and align the technology strategy to it, as opposed to the hammer-seeking-nail approach of applying 

new technologies for their own sake.  And cloud programs should be driven by business cases, and 

sponsored by business leaders who define the business objectives of the program – reduced costs, 

faster time to market, improved customer satisfaction, etc.  At the outset of the cloud program, set 

aside applications, networks, servers, etc. and establish a cloud technology framework – using business 

terms - that aligns with the needs of the businesses served by the technology organization.   

Once the business framework is established, it’s clear the approach must get more granular; quickly.  

Many technology organizations have adopted a ‘services’ orientation to align technology with business.  

This may be fine, but IT service definitions can be very broad and all encompassing, and don’t help draw 

focus to the right cloud migration 

opportunities and benefits. 

My organization, Sequencia, espouses 

the concept of a Cloud Application 

Service in its cloud migration 

methodology – S2C (Services to the 

Cloud).  A Cloud Application Service is 

an application, or set of applications, 

that provides a common function – 

decoupled from physical infrastructure 

– running in a cloud-based 

environment.   A  Cloud Application 

Service consists of two primary 

components: 

1. Core application functionality - 

This is the essential functionality that must be provided by the application.  It should not be 

limited to the constraints of existing in-house technology.  And;  

2. Application-specific operational meta-model - These are the operational features and 

requirements for running the application or set of applications as a service running in shared 

cloud infrastructure over their lifecycle - not just at provisioning.   

Using this approach, we essentially model applications as services.  Further, we define Cloud Application 

Systems as groups of interrelated Cloud Application Services sharing a common, unified infrastructure.   
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In the video media sector, where Sequencia is focused, transcoding or the EPG (Electronic Program 

Guide) might be considered application services, while  VOD (Video on Demand) would be considered a 

Cloud Application System, with various VOD applications sharing compute, storage and network 

resources based on capacity and peak demand. 

Once we define the Cloud Application Services, including application-specific cloud requirements, and 

we group the Application Services as systems, we define the Operational Metamodel.  The Operational 

Metamodel is the combined set of features, requirements, rules and policies for operating Cloud 

Application Services as a System in a cloud-based infrastructure.  The Operational Metamodel is a key 

link to defining a cloud-based Solution architecture, with specifics down to the vendor/product/version 

level based on the functional requirements of the Metamodel.  Figure 1 illustrates these concepts.   

Tip:  Whatever service framework is used, avoid using the term “IT”, as in “IT Service”.  That term risks 

limiting the scope of services to those managed by an IT department, whereas in some industries there 

are core technology-based processes owned by engineering or other non-IT departments.  It may also 

conflict with the role IT plays in delivering services to the business, which may vary significantly as the 

cloud program progresses, ranging from minimal (Saas) to moderate (Iaas) to heavy (private cloud). 

Maintaining a services or business aligned orientation also ensures that the cloud program is not strictly 

perceived as a ‘technology project’, but instead as a business program for which business buy in and 

participation is essential for success.  Business operations, customers and other ‘users’ think less and 

less about the applications they are using, and certainly their underlying infrastructure, and focus more 

on the services they are consuming and the value they are generating. 

Break it Down, Build it Up.   Once a business strategy orientation has been established, the cloud 

program may be defined by aligning business and financial objectives with the characteristics and 

requirements of each Application Service.  The key here is to decide which Application Services should 

(a) effectively migrate to the cloud while (b) delivering benefits in alignment with business goals and 

then designing a standardized cloud architecture to support those Application Services. 

Sequencia’s S2C methodology uses a process called the Virtual Services Portfolio analysis, or VSP.   The 

VSP evaluates Application Services for alignment with business goals and objectives, identifies business 

and technical risks, and determines compatibility with available cloud technologies.  Essentially, we 

identify the Application Services and systems that the business should focus on first when constructing a 

cloud program.   

While the decision about which Application Services to migrate to a cloud architecture should be based 

on the business value and economic return of enabling the service in the cloud, at some point, of course, 

Application Services must be broken down into component parts in order to assess technical 

requirements and cloud fit.   

Sequencia’s methodology deconstructs the Application Services into component parts:  application 

servers, storage and network.   The requirements of each component are then scrutinized for alignment 
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with the Application Service, and the business requirements – both current and projected.  Factors 

considered include reliability, scalability, security, performance, functionality, maintainability, service 

levels and of course cost.  These factors are further deconstructed until it becomes clear which 

components of a cloud system  architecture are a functional and business fit for cloud migration (cost, 

risk, benefits), and where analysis of alternatives is warranted.   Our analysis serves as the foundation 

for the development of a cloud-based Operational Metamodel, Reference Architecture, and ultimately a 

Solutions Architecture, all of which become the blueprint for the initial phase of the cloud migration 

program and infrastructure deployment. 

Mind the TCOs.  There’s no arguing that cost savings, or reducing TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) is a 

major factor in cloud programs.  Several studies indicate lowering TCO is a top driver, although not 

necessarily the #1 driver.  In fact, in a 2012 Everest Group and Cloud Connect survey of 346 executives, 

the top two drivers were flexible infrastructure capacity and reduced time for provisioning. Cost 

reduction ranked fourth.3  Nevertheless, whether the goal is purely cost reduction or whether other 

factors are of primary concern, determining pre- and post-cloud migration financials properly is essential 

for success.  And it’s important to track TCO in all its forms.  At Sequencia, we measure TCO from the 

following perspectives: 

• Systems Design and Implementation.  The cost of designing, implementing, and integration 

of new systems pre- and post-cloud.   

• Architectural Standardization.  What are the financial benefits of a standardized private, 

public, hybrid cloud architecture? 

• Systems Consolidation and Virtualization.  The sources of financial advantage must be clear, 

whether they come from using less hardware, memory, network and ancillary equipment, 

and/or from reduced network costs, along with associated reduction in staffing costs, 

energy, space and overhead.  Of course, all financial advantages must consider current costs 

as well as future cost avoidance. 

• Application Rollout and Upgrade Repeatability.  Simplification and automation of these 

processes can generate significant financial advantages that should be recorded in the TCO 

model. 

• Utilization.  A fairly obvious category for any cloud program, the TCO model should model 

utilization improvements across compute, network and storage to determine associated 

cost reductions or avoidance or infrastructure optimization. 

Prove It.   The solution architecture may look brilliant on paper, but unless it’s a “me too” solution 

already adopted by competitors (see “Paving the Cloud Path” above) it will require validation.  

Sequencia starts by identifying a particularly challenging use case, or set of use cases, that will stretch 

the solution and demonstrate its ability to handle the most challenging functional and performance 

                                                           
3
 Forbes, Cloud Providers Pitch Cost Savings, But Enterprises Want More: Survey, 8/16/2012 

(http://www.forbes.com/sites/joemckendrick/2012/08/16/cloud-providers-pitch-cost-savings-but-enterprises-
want-more-survey/) 
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requirements.  Then we build a PoC (Proof-of-Concept) to demonstrate the feasibility of the solution 

against the use case(s) and specific acceptance tests.  A basic PoC plan might be structured as follows:  

1. PoC Analysis and Design 

1.1. Select critical uses cases 

1.2. Prepare use case workflows 

1.3. Document PoC requirements 

1.4. Document PoC bill of materials – the inventory of all systems in the PoC 

1.5. Prepare PoC Test Plan – this will be driven by the requirements 

1.6. Prepare PoC ‘Script’ – this is the handbook for the step-by-step demonstration of the PoC  

(incorporating demonstrable elements of the test plan) before a judge and jury 

2. Implement, Test to Acceptance Criteria and Document the PoC 

2.1. Set up the PoC Infrastructure 

2.2. Install and configure the PoC system 

2.3. Document as-built – it’s important to have a snapshot of the system configuration for later 

reference 

2.4. Test and document system performance 

3. Conduct PoC demonstrations, collect feedback, and modify architecture and plans as warranted 

 

The PoC outcome not only validates the technical feasibility of the solution architecture, but also serves 

to inform other key pieces of the cloud program such as cost, timeframes, time/effort, scalability, scope 

of the Operational Metamodel and potential risks. 

 

Sequencia is currently developing a PoC system for a broadcast television network to demonstrate 

affiliate station archiving and play-to-air capabilities, leveraging its open architecture Cloud Service 

Bus™. We employ our Cloud Service Bus™ to abstract systems used for storage, networking, compute 

and security onto a standardized, virtual service platform.  The primary objective of the PoC is to 

demonstrate the use of cloud technology to reduce costs and complexity while improving service times 

and maintaining operational continuity.   

When the archiving and play-to-air PoC solution is deployed at full scale in a private cloud, a broadcast 

television network will have the ability to quickly provision a virtual affiliate station – including servers, 

storage and network configured and orchestrated using pre-defined rules and policies – and play out 

local affiliate station as well as national network content, both archived and live, from the cloud.  Cost 

and efficiency benefits will be significant – far more than merely virtualizing the broadcast application 

servers at the affiliate station level.      

It’s a Repeatable Program, not a just Project.  A project has a definitive end point.  Implementing a new 

accounting system is a project.  A repeatable program, by definition, is much broader and is based on a 

process.  Migrating an initial set of Application Services to the cloud is only the first step.   Essential next 

steps include: 
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1. Refine:  Assess performance of the initial set of cloud Application Services in the VSP, and 

optimize them.  After each migration, adjustments may be required to optimize cloud 

performance and achieve expected financial and operational goals.  Tuning may involve 

technical enhancements and configuration changes, but could just as easily involve skill 

development, training, changes to governance and policies, or other modifications. 

2. Research:  Assess new cloud technologies for fit with the cloud program.  New, disruptive or 

emerging cloud technologies may have a substantial impact on an existing cloud program.  

Application Services not yet migrated may be positioned to take advantage of the new 

technologies, and existing cloud-based Application Services may be migrated to the newer 

technologies. 

3. Repeat:  Assess remaining and any new Application Services in the VSP for cloud migration.  

The initial set of Application Services may have been the most obvious candidates, or 

perhaps the easiest and least risky, or they represented a manageable scope.  But in most 

enterprises there certainly will be additional services that should be reconsidered for the 

next phase, and new Application Services with cloud potential may arise from changing 

business conditions (e.g. mergers and acquisitions, new products and services).    

Sequencia’s S2C methodology is based on this principle of repeatable and continuous optimization.  

Figure 2 below illustrates S2C’s complete methodology, including the Optimization phase (Refine) and 

the Insight phase (Research, Repeat). 

 

Figure 2:  S2C Complete Methodology 

Moreover, a comprehensive cloud program must go beyond implementation of the technical solution to 

address ‘softer’ aspects such as people, skills, training, communications, organization and process.    It 
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begins at the outset, with establishing an executive sponsor for the cloud program, a steering 

committee comprised of business and technology stakeholders, and a Cloud Migration Program Office, 

or CMPO.  The CMPO is charged with implementing the cloud solution including tactical planning, 

tracking, reporting, risk management/mitigation, issue management and other concrete tasks.  But the 

sponsor/committee must plan to address, and the CMPO must be structured to execute: 

(1) The necessary changes to processes, policies and governance brought about by the 

cloud solution; 

(2) The essential changes to skills, roles, and even organizational structures that will bolster 

program success; and  

(3) Frequent and focused communications designed to achieve buy in and momentum, 

both internally and externally. 

With focus on the technical solution, these softer matters tend to get lost.  But if they are insufficiently 

addressed they have the ability to bring an otherwise well-planned cloud program to its knees, or 

minimally will be a major drag on expected benefits. 

Sequencia’s S2C methodology offers a detailed, comprehensive, step-by-step approach for establishing a 

cloud program.  The Sequencia CPMO, illustrated in Figure 3 below, incorporates these essential 

elements.  

 

Figure 3:  Sequencia CPMO Structure 

Just as there’s no one-size-fits-all cloud solution, there’s no one-size-fits-all approach to structuring and 

managing a cloud program.  But it’s clear every organization serious about implementing cloud 

technologies will need a repeatable, programmatic strategy based on a set of well architected extensible 

technologies – one with a business perspective, clearly defined cost analysis and performance metrics, a 
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process for testing and validating, and an overall structure that addresses all elements of cloud 

migration - and avoids simply paving the cow paths.   

Thomas Kracz is Managing Director of Advanced Services at Sequencia Technologies. 

About Sequencia Technologies, Inc. 

Sequencia is leading global media companies and service providers into the Virtualized Cloud Services 

era. Our Cloud Service Bus™ reduces the cost of implementing cloud services up to 50% by automating 

system configuration and resource provisioning for elastic virtual cloud services. Sequencia engineers 

use our open architecture, Cloud Service BusTM, to abstract systems used for storage, networking, 

compute and security onto a standardized, virtual service platform. Our customers not only reduce time 

to service from months to days, but also dramatically cut complexity and cost when migrating existing 

and new applications to the cloud. 

Our industry-leading executives and engineers came from the world's leading technology firms and IT 

strategy execution practices. Sequencia helps our customers avoid the hidden tax (up to 3x) for 

configuring and implementing cloud services. We can engage with customers at any stage of the 

migration process to design, implement and manage their entire cloud service lifecycle. Sequencia 

executives and engineers were responsible for developing the first network hypervisor in cloud through 

their work at LineSider Technologies (2010 Cisco acquisition), as well as delivering some of first 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service clouds. 

In addition to our Cloud Service BusTM, we provide services to design, architect, engineer, deploy and 

help optimize cloud systems. Our services combined with the implementation automation from our 

Cloud Service Bus™ provides a long term strategic cloud road map and roll out plan allows customers to 

achieve their cloud strategies based on their optimal timelines and budgets. We provide our customers 

with an open architecture, virtual service platform that frees them from vendor lock in and supports 

future cloud services. The combined effect of Sequencia services and Cloud Service Bus™ is to reduce 

the cost of migrating applications into elastic virtual cloud services running in the cloud by up to 50%. 

 

 

 


